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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This article is not a traditional research report. It describes how conducting a specific set of benchmarking analyses led us to broader reflections on hospital benchmarking. We reexamined an issue that has received far less attention from researchers than in the past: How variations in the hospital admission threshold might affect hospital rankings. Considering this threshold made us reconsider what benchmarking is and what future benchmarking studies might be like. Although we recognize that some of our assertions are speculative, they are based on our reading of the literature and previous and ongoing data analyses being conducted in our research unit. We describe the benchmarking analyses that led to these reflections.

Objectives: The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ Hospital Compare Web site includes data on fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries but does not control for severity of illness, which requires physiologic data now available in most electronic medical records.

To address this limitation, we compared hospital processes and outcomes among Kaiser Permanente Northern California’s (KPNC) Medicare Advantage beneficiaries and non-KPNC California Medicare beneficiaries between 2009 and 2010.

Methods: We assigned a simulated severity of illness measure to each record and explored the effect of having the additional information on outcomes.

Results: We found that if the admission severity of illness in non-KPNC hospitals increased, KPNC hospitals’ mortality performance would appear worse; conversely, if admission severity at non-KPNC hospitals’ decreased, KPNC hospitals’ performance would appear better.

Conclusion: Future hospital benchmarking should consider the impact of variation in admission thresholds.

INTRODUCTION

When people book a commercial airline flight, they expect more than a safe ride. They can compare prices and find information on flight delays or lost luggage. Further, they can expect that, in general, the service they receive from a given airline will be similar whether they buy their ticket in Denver, CO, or Lexington, KY. Contrast this with the current situation in health care, where information on what actually happens to patients—whether in terms of safety, quality, cost, or service—that would permit a consumer to make an informed choice is much more scarce, and where processes and outcomes for a given procedure or illness vary dramatically from site to site, even within a single system. This lack of transparency even affects clinicians but is particularly true for consumers without formal medical training.

One major difference between these two industries, of course, is that the end products are different. Generally speaking, once a customer has paid for an airline ticket, it is unlikely that his or her past travel history will have a huge impact on the flight time between Denver, CO, and Chicago, IL, or on the airline’s revenue. On the other hand, this is clearly not the case with respect to a patient’s medical history when someone boards an ambulance or walks into a clinic. In the assessment of health care quality, risk adjustment—accounting for baseline risk—is critical.

During the last few decades, a slow but continued transformation has been occurring in medicine, one that seeks to move institutions to save lives and decrease suffering through the improved use of information. This transformation has led to the development and publication of risk-adjusted outcome reports that compare and benchmark the institutions’ performance. Risk-adjusted benchmarking is primarily a branch of health services research, itself a descendant of epidemiology. It has a much lower public profile than do other branches of medicine. Although risk-adjusted benchmarking is largely driven by statistics and informatics, its practitioners must also consider organizational psychology and political science to carry out their work.

Risk-adjusting techniques are becoming increasingly important as more medical care in the US takes place in integrated systems. Quality-assurance departments can examine and compare what processes are in place at high-ranking centers that differ from processes at lower-ranking centers. When these comparisons are conducted properly and are supported by political will, discoveries and improvements follow. This approach to process improvement has a strong track record in multiple areas of medicine, ranging from the care of newborns to that of adults. Using rigorous risk adjustment methods for ranking institutions is crucial to ensure that interinstitutional differences are attributed to differences in processes and not differences in the characteristics of the patients.
underlying population. Thus, in the best scenario, benchmarking can save lives and decrease morbidity, which is a major reason health services researchers devote so much effort to improving risk adjustment methods. However, this does not mean that benchmarking processes are uniformly useful (or similar), and substantial concerns exist regarding both the proliferation and the quality of individual benchmarking systems.\(^7\) Those working in this field recognize that one should entertain doubts about what we do, particularly given both practical and theoretical concerns about the limitations of the methods we employ.\(^7\)\(^8\)

One notable example of this expansion is a recent set of hospital rankings (US News Best Hospitals) issued by US News & World Report.\(^9\)\(^10\) The new rankings are remarkable for two reasons: One that would be easily comprehensible to most of its readers, and one that is less obvious. The “easy” reason is that, unlike most rankings in the popular press (and unlike its previous incarnations in the magazine), the more recent set of rankings use objective, publicly available data rather than “expert” opinion. (Rankings based on this approach have poor correlation with patient outcomes.)\(^11\)\(^12\) The less obvious reason is that, unlike benchmarking done by (to give one important example) the federal government’s Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) Hospital Compare Web site,\(^13\) this particular report included not just data on fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries. Remarkably, they now also include data from some large managed care providers, which are not available from the Medicare data warehouse. Non-fee-for-service patients constitute approximately 31% of all beneficiaries\(^13\) and are referred to as Medicare Advantage patients.

In our department, the KPNC Division of Research, our team focuses on the outcomes of hospitalized adults. It is known that KPNC gets high marks for quality in multiple areas.\(^15\)\(^16\) However, outside Kaiser Permanente, much less is known about the intense degree of self-examination conducted by internal KPNC departments. In our specific area of expertise, which includes risk adjustment of hospital outcomes,\(^17\)\(^18\) our work has focused on addressing variation in mortality across hospitals.

For a layperson, the term practice variation, when not defined in research terms, might refer to something inevitable and innocuous. It makes intuitive sense that a patient who was in a major motor vehicle crash who is treated at a small hospital might do worse than one treated at a major trauma center; similarly, common sense would suggest that a patient with pneumonia in both lungs and a bloodstream infection (sepsis) will do worse than a patient with “walking” (mild) pneumonia. It also makes intuitive sense that individual physicians’ practicing “styles” differ; such variation may in fact be desirable. However, when health services researchers talk about practice variation, they are talking about a far more problematic and insidious issue—the fact that processes, costs, and outcomes for very similar patients vary across similar institutions. Moreover, this variation, sometimes referred to as residual variation, persists after statistical adjustment for many patient characteristics. Consequently, a major proportion of the efforts of both health services researchers and health care quality assurance teams focuses on identification of best practice and, optimally, eliminating variation from best practice.

**RECONSIDERATION OF BENCHMARKING**

There are limitations to the analyses described in the Sidebar: Benchmarking Study on Effects of Including Physiologic Severity Adjustment. Our restriction to the ten conditions accounting for most of the deaths means that our analyses may not apply to conditions that have relatively low mortality but which may have high morbidity and/or cost. Admissions data used to estimate the likely severity of illness are based only on KPNC data. Given lack of such data from non-KPNC hospitals, this was a reasonable step, but one can question the approach and the degree of generalizability.

Going into this study, we knew that measurement of physiologic severity of illness would have an effect because it is known that adding clinical data to hospital risk adjustment has a huge impact.\(^23\)\(^24\) Multiple studies, including our own, suggest that at least one-half of the predictive ability of models that predict hospital mortality comes from physiologic measures,\(^17\)\(^25\) which is a major reason severity scores have face validity among clinicians. Presumably, if hospitals functioned as isolated entities, the distribution of their patients’ severity of illness at admission would be a direct reflection of the general health of their local area. However, and this is particularly true in California, where many hospitals now function as parts of systems with varying degrees of integration, the severity of illness distribution is now likely to be shaped by two factors. The first is the degree to which systems are in place to prevent hospitalization. An increasing proportion of processes that formerly required hospitalization can now be handled on an outpatient basis, as can be seen, for example, with congestive heart failure.\(^26\) In general, the more effective a health care organization is in deploying such systems, the more likely it...
BENCHMARKING STUDY ON EFFECTS OF INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGIC SEVERITY ADJUSTMENT

INTRODUCTION

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Hospital Compare Web site (www.medicare.gov/hospitalcompare/) provides risk-adjusted comparisons of processes and outcomes of hospitalized Medicare patients using a transparent and reproducible method developed by the team of Harlan Krumholz, MD, at Yale University in New Haven, CT.1-3 Analyses based on the basic method have yielded insights on implementation of quality improvement projects.4

Existing CMS data transfer protocols are such that a substantial proportion of Medicare members, Medicare Advantage patients, are not included in the analyses; only fee-for-service Medicare members are included. Almost all (99.8%) Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC) Medicare members are in the Medicare Advantage program. Consequently, the sample for KPNC hospitals in the Hospital Compare Web site is extremely small and nonrepresentative, and the risk adjustment method sets all KPNC hospitals’ performance as “Number of cases too small” or “Not available,” effectively eliminating the utility of the Web site for benchmarking KPNC hospital performance. Also, CMS data are limited in that they capture only a patient’s acute diagnoses (eg, “this patient is being admitted for acute appendicitis”) and comorbid conditions (eg, “this patient also happens to have diabetes and arthritis”). One of the most important dimensions of a patient’s illness—admission severity of illness—is not captured. Currently, Hospital Compare is unable to account for this type of severity difference between patients because CMS does not mandate capture of these data. Furthermore, the lag time for CMS data availability (years) exceeds that of KPNC data (1 to 2 months), although 7 of our hospitals are now assigning severity of illness scores in real time.

Comparing our outcomes with those of an external benchmark is highly desirable. Because multiple studies have shown that physiologic data have a large impact on risk adjustment,5-8 KPNC now routinely employs severity of illness scores using detailed physiologic data (laboratory test results and vital signs). Thus, there is value to estimating what the magnitude of the effect of adjusting physiologic severity might be if these data were included in Hospital Compare.

Table 1. Description of study cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary condition</th>
<th>CMS &lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>KFH Medicare &lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospitals, no.</td>
<td>Mortality, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Compare AMI</td>
<td>20,076</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Compare heart failure</td>
<td>43,424</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Compare pneumonia</td>
<td>44,522</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>63,295</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute CVD</td>
<td>28,834</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration pneumonia</td>
<td>12,311</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophic conditions</td>
<td>14,145</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cardiac conditions</td>
<td>34,177</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly malignant cancer</td>
<td>21,501</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>54,443</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions combined</td>
<td>361,728</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Appendix: Part 2 (www.thepermanentejournal.org/files/2017/16-084-Appendix.pdf) for the approach we employed to group individual International Classification of Diseases diagnosis codes into primary conditions.

*Refers to California fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries with claims for the 2009 and 2010 calendar years, excluding all Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC) and Southern California hospitals. Hospitalizations from hospitals with small numbers are included.

%Refers to Northern California Kaiser Foundation Health Plan’s members with Medicare Advantage coverage for the 2009 and 2010 calendar years. A small number of KPNC fee-for-service members (592 of the combined 36,523 patients) were included in the analyses, as were hospitalizations from hospitals with small numbers.

%Refers to the number of hospitalizations included in a given analysis: Appendix: Part 1, Table 1.1 (www.thepermanentejournal.org/files/2017/16-084-Appendix.pdf) provides a table in which an individual patient is the unit of analysis.

AMI = acute myocardial infarction; CMS = Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; CVD = cardiovascular disease; KFH = Kaiser Foundation Hospitals.

METHODS

We obtained CMS hospitalization data for all non-KPNC California fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries for the 2009 and 2010 calendar years. Then, with the generous help of Dr Krumholz’s team, we formatted KPNC hospitalization data so that the structure was the same, permitting us to merge KPNC data with CMS data. We limited our analyses to the top 10 diagnoses that accounted for 75% of inpatient deaths in 2009 and 2010: Acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, pneumonia, sepsis, stroke, aspiration pneumonia, catastrophic conditions (eg, ruptured aortic aneurysm), other cardiac conditions, malignant cancer, and trauma. Table 1 summarizes the study population serving as the base for our analyses. We replicated the Hospital Compare risk adjustment method (adjusting for patients’ age, sex, admission diagnosis, whether hospitalization began in the Emergency Department, and the burden of comorbid illnesses). We then compared processes (use of the Intensive Care Unit, use of assisted ventilation, and length of stay) and outcomes (30-day mortality and 30-day readmission from hospital discharge) across the 323 hospitals in our cohort.

Taking advantage of KPNC’s rich information systems, which have permitted us to develop a variety of automated severity measures,4,8 we assigned hospital records simulated severity of illness scores. These scores were imputed on the basis of the reasonable inference that illness severity at admission would tend to be similar in patients with similar characteristics. Using the 2009 and 2010 KPNC hospital cohort, in which each hospitalization record had an admission severity of illness score, called the Laboratory-based Acute Physiology Score (LAPS).6,10 we developed a predictive model for severity of illness (a continuous variable—the higher the LAPS, the sicker the patient). This model can be conceived as follows:

LAPS = f (age, sex, diagnosis, comorbidities, Emergency Department admission or not)

This model provided us with coefficients that could be used to assign each non-KPNC hospitalization a simulated severity score,
which we called SIMLAPS. We took additional precaution and assigned the SIMLAPS to all KPNC hospitalizations using the same process. Thus, in our simulation, we explored the effect on the outcomes rates of having the additional information to more accurately measure severity of illness in the non-KPNC hospitals.

RESULTS

Our findings are detailed in the online Appendix for interested readers (available at www.thepermanentejournal.org/files/2017/16-084-Appendix.pdf). They are summarized as follows. Appendix: Part 4 shows that KPNC hospitals are larger and serve larger numbers of Medicare beneficiaries than do most other California hospitals. Most KPNC hospitals performed better than the remaining California hospitals did with respect to both process and outcomes measures. Furthermore, this relationship held when hospitals were assessed globally (ie, all ten conditions pooled together) as well as with respect to individual primary conditions. However, despite being part of an integrated system, residual variation in both process and outcomes measures persists in the system, as is described here and in Appendix: Part 4.

Examination of hospital rankings using the simulated scores did not yield any surprises. Figure 1, which reports data for 3 of the above-mentioned 10 conditions, provides an illustrative example. (Additional data are provided in the online Appendix: Part 5.) The overall distribution of rankings showed a similar picture to that obtained without the SIMLAPS for all 3 conditions. However, the range of hospital rankings increased because of the additional error incurred in the SIMLAPS estimates. The KPNC hospitals had better performance, and significant residual variation persisted after incorporation of severity of illness, consistent with what we had observed in our internal severity-adjusted analyses for almost 10 years. Intriguingly, Figure 1 shows that KPNC’s performance was best among patients with sepsis, as is evident by the distribution of adjusted mortality rates. Patients with sepsis account for the largest proportion of hospital deaths in both the KPNC (27%) and CMS (30%) cohorts. At KPNC, sepsis care has been the focus of intense analytic and targeted quality improvement efforts since 2008.11,12

Figure 2 shows how having SIMLAPS also allowed us to assess the impact of randomly varying LAPS, thus simulating both natural variation (eg, one influenza season might be worse than another) and systemic trends outside KPNC. We did this by randomly shifting the overall severity of illness distribution in the non-KPNC hospitals by 0.15 standard deviation to the left (ie, making non-KPNC patients healthier at the time of admission) or to the right (making them sicker). This is shown graphically in Figure 2, which compares global performance regarding mortality in 3 scenarios: when severity is not included, when it is included but the severity distribution is unaltered, and when the CMS severity distribution is decreased or increased.

Figure 3 shows 2 KPNC quarterly trend lines for the period from March 2010 through May 2015. The dashed line shows the discharge rate from our acute care hospitals, which fell from approximately 72/1000 to approximately 61/1000 members (a 15% decline) during this period. During this time, KPNC made major increases in its hospitalization prevention and case management programs. The solid line shows the average severity of illness of patients admitted to the hospital, using our more sophisticated LAPS Version 2, or LAPS2, which also includes vital signs and patients’ neurologic status.13 During this period, the mean LAPS2 for all admissions increased by 33% (from 54 to 72), whereas other internal analyses have found that the proportion of extremely ill patients (LAPS2 ≥ 110 as well as a high comorbidity burden) almost doubled, from 5% of all emergency admissions to 9%. Thus—some would consider it ironic—success in one area (achieved by enhancing outpatient care and case management efforts) may be leading to problems in another (emergency admissions are sicker, making hospital care for nonelective admissions harder and more complicated). Moreover, it is also clear that KPNC has not eliminated physician-level variation; for example, using very recent internal data, we found that the mean (76 to 100) and median (68 to 99) LAPS2 for patients hospitalized with community-acquired pneumonia both vary considerably across our 21 hospitals. Moreover, it is also clear that KPNC has not eliminated physician-level variation; for example, using very recent internal data, we found that the mean (76 to 100) and median (68 to 99) LAPS2 for patients hospitalized with community-acquired pneumonia both vary considerably across our 21 hospitals. Moreover, it is also clear that KPNC has not eliminated physician-level variation; for example, using very recent internal data, we found that the mean (76 to 100) and median (68 to 99) LAPS2 for patients hospitalized with community-acquired pneumonia both vary considerably across our 21 hospitals.
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Figure 2. Risk-adjusted 30-day mortality rates (%; y axis) among California hospitals caring for fee-for-service Medicare (left, CMS [Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services]) and Kaiser Foundation Hospitals (right, KFH) Medicare Advantage beneficiaries. *The unit of analysis is a hospital with at least 50 cases. Central dot is the mean mortality rate for all hospitals; boxplot shows the median, interquartile range, and 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the mortality distribution across all hospitals; and dots show individual observations outside the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. All analyses control for age, sex, admission venue, principal diagnosis, and present on admission comorbidities. In the first pair of rankings (far left, labeled NO SEVERITY) no other variables are included in the risk adjustment, whereas in the second pair (UNALTERED SEVERITY), a simulated severity of illness score is added to all hospitalizations. The third pair (DECREASED SEVERITY) shows the effect of decreasing severity of illness among CMS hospitalizations, whereas the fourth panel (INCREASED SEVERITY) shows the effect of increasing severity of illness among CMS hospitalizations. See text for description of how severity distributions were varied.

Figure 3. Change in discharge rate and severity of illness.* The figure shows a progressive decrease in the discharge rate of Kaiser Permanente Northern California’s 21 acute care hospitals. Concurrently, the average severity of illness score among patients admitted to these hospitals, as measured by the Laboratory-based Acute Physiology Score, version 2 (LAPS2, described in citation 8) has shown a progressive increase over this 5-year time period.

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)
is that the severity of illness distribution for admissions coming through its Emergency Department will be shifted (ie, patients will be sicker). Put differently, as outpatient illness prevention improves, the patients coming into the Emergency Department will be more likely to consist of sicker patients in whom preventive efforts failed. The second factor is the admission threshold for individual physicians. It is known that this threshold varies considerably across individuals, as can be seen, for example, with the decision to admit a patient with pneumonia.\textsuperscript{27} It is also suspected, although a more mechanistic description still eludes us, that clinicians who practice together tend to practice similarly (ie, admission thresholds will vary \textit{across} hospitals more than \textit{within} hospitals). Thus, aggregate practice variation can affect estimates of the quality of hospital care.\textsuperscript{28}

Considering all these factors together, a major limitation of hospital benchmarking became apparent to us; given the potentially powerful effects of admission thresholds, hospital quality of care (as currently measured using only data from \textit{hospitalized} patients) may play a smaller role in explaining variation in hospital outcomes than is assumed. It is entirely possible that hospitals with low thresholds for admission might “benchmark better” than those that do not. This phenomenon would be enhanced if patient case mix measures (particularly those with limited or no severity component) were biased in such a way that less sick patients look sicker than they really are.

The notion that it might not be possible to adjust for case mix underlies a different approach to measuring hospital quality, the concept of “failure to rescue” developed by Silber et al.,\textsuperscript{35,36} who argue that a hospital’s ability to “rescue” a patient after a complication is a better reflection of its quality than its risk-adjusted mortality rate. However, to our knowledge, so far no one has examined the relationship between admission thresholds and “failure to rescue.” Furthermore, although the “failure to rescue” construct has an attractive theoretical basis as well as strong face validity among clinicians, it is not being used for routine benchmarking.

Consideration of the importance of the admission threshold has led us to reflect on another factor that can affect hospital rankings: The impact of patients near the end of life. Intuitively, it would seem that, if a hospital were more or less likely to admit patients near the end of life (as opposed to, say, diverting them to hospice), it might have a higher or lower death rate. Thus, the apparent performance of hospitals that admitted more patients near the end of life might appear worse.

Until recently, concerns about this issue have been somewhat theoretical because obtaining information about advance health care directives (eg, a patient’s preferences in the event s/he were to experience cardiac arrest in the hospital) on a large scale from paper charts has been difficult.\textsuperscript{31} However, in an era in which a large proportion of US hospitals have deployed or are deploying comprehensive EMRs, ignoring this issue will become less tenable.

In previously published work, using data from the Epic inpatient EMR (in which specifying a patient’s resuscitation preference is a “hard stop,” without which it is not possible to admit a patient), we have found that, despite the limitations of our data systems, one can strongly infer that consideration of patients near the end of life must become an important benchmarking component.\textsuperscript{21,32} We reported that approximately 11% of all KPNC hospitalized adults have a “do not resuscitate” order on admission, with another approximately 2% with a “partial code” or “comfort care only” order. Among patients admitted through the Emergency Department, approximately 18% have a “do not resuscitate,” “partial code,” or “comfort care only” order at admission. Moreover, our published analyses found that the impact of including care directives on hospital rankings is profound. Although our sample included only 21 hospitals, 3 (14%) of the 21 had a statistically significant change in their observed-to-expected mortality ratio when care directives were included (ie, their rankings changed dramatically). This proportion is sobering, given the importance accorded to hospital rankings for public reporting. Furthermore, in 2009, in internal, unpublished analyses in which we employed a 6-month mortality risk measure, we found an almost 3-fold variation across our hospitals in the proportion of patients with a predicted mortality risk of 30% or greater. The problem of face validity cannot be ignored, either, because clinicians may be skeptical of risk adjustment models that do not consider patient physiology or end-of-life care preferences.

**WHAT MIGHT FUTURE HOSPITAL BENCHMARKING LOOK LIKE?**

One aspect of this is very clear; future risk adjustment methods should incorporate laboratory data, vital signs, nurse-captured indicators (eg, mental status, functional status, care order status, and indicators of frailty), care directives, and oxygenation status. Including these data elements, in addition to improving the quality of the risk adjustment, would enhance benchmarking’s face validity among clinicians and health care organizations. In addition, the \textit{range} of outcomes and process measures needs to be expanded; at a bare minimum, benchmarking should include the use of intensive care and assisted ventilation.

However, further research also must be conducted on the admission threshold, including what quantifiable factors determine it and what its impact is when one varies it systematically. This may need to include simulation studies. Some of these studies may need to incorporate more “upstream” data and consider the relationship between inferences made when one varies the unit of analysis. One approach to the analysis of health care processes is to change the unit of analysis from an individual hospital encounter to an episode.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, if one wants to assess pneumonia care, the analytic record would not be a pneumonia admission from July 12, 2012, to July 18, 2012, but, rather, one that began on July 9, 2012 (outpatient visit for cough and mild fever), spanned the hospitalization, and included the postdischarge follow-up visit on July 27, 2012. We have employed this episode-based approach to analyze the characteristics of respiratory syncytial virus infections in infants,\textsuperscript{34} and KPNC uses a software package that subdivides our population into \textit{episode treatment groups}\textsuperscript{35,36} for internal quality assurance and quality improvement. However, if the goal is to assess \textit{hospitals}, this basic approach would need modifications.

We conclude this report with some informed speculation on what kind of research one might conduct that incorporates consideration of the admission threshold (which is driven by events in the \textit{outpatient setting}) in the assessment of \textit{hospital} performance. One important component of this kind of work is the need to
Such work could also go “upstream” and incorporate data on patient status preceding hospitalization. This could take the form of including trending terms for patients’ illness severity (eg, incorporate a severity score for the week preceding admission), which are known to increase statistical models’ predictive performance.14 Such work could also incorporate measures identifying whether some sort of screening was taking place for the most common conditions that tend to drive a hospital’s overall performance. For example, although we and others have documented that patients with sepsis have high mortality and morbidity after their hospitalization, very little work has been done on what happened to such patients before hospitalization. Intuitively, patient trajectories as measured by data elements other than severity scores would seem to have high information value. For example, patients with infection who go on to experience sepsis without antibiotic treatment may have very different outcomes from patients with similar illnesses seen in the outpatient clinic and treated with oral antibiotics (ie, such patients, in whom sepsis develops despite treatment, may have “hidden” illness severity).

Future studies should also include incorporation of hierarchical variables. These are variables that do not vary by patient, but by hospital. One could test variables that capture hospitals’ historical tendency to admit low-risk as well as high-risk patients (including patients near the end of life), for example, the percentage of patients with mortality risk less than 2% or more than 30%, respectively, averaged during a 3-year period. It would also be possible to incorporate variables that measure integration (eg, proportion of patients belonging to health plans with hospitalization prevention systems in place). A variety of methods, including simulation, would need to be employed, and it would make sense to make systematic comparisons of rankings when models do and do not include such hierarchical variables. These kinds of analyses would also require a larger sample of hospitals.

Finally, it is imperative that we expand the domain of measures that address how hospitals respect patient choices regarding care near the end of life. Although incorporation of care directive data in risk adjustment models is important, it can only be considered a first step, particularly given the fact that, with respect to hospital care of such patients, the critical component is the decision to admit at all.

CONCLUSION

Practice variation undermines medicine’s moral authority and the notion that medicine is a science rather than an art. In the face of analyses that control for patient characteristics but still show variation in processes, costs, and outcomes, the presence of residual variation raises not just questions of fairness and competence15-17 but even of the very basis for valuing health care.18-34 Such work could also incorporate measures identifying whether some sort of screening was taking place for the most common conditions that tend to drive a hospital’s overall performance. For example, although we and others have documented that patients with sepsis have high mortality and morbidity after their hospitalization, very little work has been done on what happened to such patients before hospitalization. Intuitively, patient trajectories as measured by data elements other than severity scores would seem to have high information value. For example, patients with infection who go on to experience sepsis without antibiotic treatment may have very different outcomes from patients with similar illnesses seen in the outpatient clinic and treated with oral antibiotics (ie, such patients, in whom sepsis develops despite treatment, may have “hidden” illness severity).

Future studies should also include incorporation of hierarchical variables. These are variables that do not vary by patient, but by hospital. One could test variables that capture hospitals’ historical tendency to admit low-risk as well as high-risk patients (including patients near the end of life), for example, the percentage of patients with mortality risk less than 2% or more than 30%, respectively, averaged during a 3-year period. It would also be possible to incorporate variables that measure integration (eg, proportion of patients belonging to health plans with hospitalization prevention systems in place). A variety of methods, including simulation, would need to be employed, and it would make sense to make systematic comparisons of rankings when models do and do not include such hierarchical variables. These kinds of analyses would also require a larger sample of hospitals.

Finally, it is imperative that we expand the domain of measures that address how hospitals respect patient choices regarding care near the end of life. Although incorporation of care directive data in risk adjustment models is important, it can only be considered a first step, particularly given the fact that, with respect to hospital care of such patients, the critical component is the decision to admit at all.

CONCLUSION

Practice variation undermines medicine’s moral authority and the notion that medicine is a science rather than an art. In the face of analyses that control for patient characteristics but still show variation in processes, costs, and outcomes, the presence of residual variation raises not just questions of fairness and competence15-17 but even of the very basis for valuing health care. This thought is summarized by two scholars, Stuart H Altman and Uwe E Reinhardt, as follows:18 “[S]ignificant variations in the per capita use of health care, unrelated to differences in outcomes, undermined the traditional argument that reductions in health care spending would inevitably entail commensurate reductions in the quality of health care.”

Benchmarking is a critical tool in the struggle against unnecessary practice variation. Properly conducted—and when situated in receptive health systems—it can motivate substantial quality improvement and thus save lives, improve quality, and decrease suffering. In addition to conducting research on improving actual hospital benchmarking, our profession must also do a better job of explaining it to the public, which should include informed “blue-sky” speculation and use of simulation. After all, other scientists share their speculations all the time. Isn’t it time that health services researchers did so as well?  
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**Convalescence**

The sooner patients can be removed from the depressing influence of general hospital life the more rapid their convalescence.

— Charles H Mayo, 1865–1939, American medical practitioner and one of the founders of the Mayo Clinic